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IN MEMORIAM

It was with deep regret that we learned of
the untimely death of one our most
faithful members who has served with
dedication at all executive levels of the
National, State, district council and
chapter levels.
John O. Miller, Secretary-Treasurer of the
Pennsylvania Bituminous Council, CMSH,
MSHA, Hastings, Pennsylvania, July 6,1983.
His endeavors were exerted to the utmost
for the health, safety and welfare of all,
associated with the mining, mineral
extractive, and allied industries, and his
unselfish devotion and untiring efforts in
promoting the activities and safety
education programs of the Association will
be greatly missed.
Serving as Secretary-Treasurer of the
Pennsylvania Bitumihous Council from1971 to 1983, his deeds ~ndexample shall
be a lasting incentive and inspiration to
those who continue in his memory.

Se cr e t ory- Treasurer

WILLIAM H. HOOVER
Tucson, AZ

30 1 W. Congress, Rm. 7K
Tuc son, AZ 85701

(602) 629.6631



HOLMES SAFETY ASSOCIATION

RESOLUTION

WHEREAS: Mr. C. William Parisi, a resident of Pittsburgh,
Pennsylvania, retired from the mineral industry and serving as
President of the National Council, Holmes Safety Association,
and
WHEREAS: Mr. Parisi was an outstanding member of the
executive body for many years participating in its activities
and was President of the National Council at the time of
retirement, and
WHEREAS: The undersigned has been duly drafted by the
executive body of the National Council, Holmes Safety
Association to draft a resolution for permanent records.
THEREFORE, BElT RESOLVED: That the Holmes Safety
Association does hereby express its sincere gratitude for his
faithful and outstanding service in furthering the objectives
of the Association, and
BE IT PURTBERRESOLVED: That we hereby acknowledge the
admirable contribution he made for 35 years in promoting the
safety and well-being of persons identified with the mineral
industries of the United ·States.
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED: That a copy be forwarded to Mr. Parisi
with the expression of appreciation of his efforts in behalf of the
organization and from the entire membership of the Holmes Safety
Association.

Dated the D.C.

William H. Hoover, Secretary
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1983 NATIONAL
MINE RESCUE &

FIRST-AID CONTEST

Will be held at:

KENTUCKY FAIR & EXPOSITION CENTER

Louisville, Kentucky

on .

SEPTEMBER 22-23, 1983

++t+++++t+
As in the past, the Executive Inn (East) is the National Contest Headquarters.

The Executive Inn is located approximately Onemilefr6m Staniford Field
(Louisvle Airport) and has Iinousine service available.



WHEREAS, the topic of
resources and what the western
doing for the economy; and

this meeting is western
states and industry are

PR 0 CLAM A T ION

WHEREAS, on Augus t 11, 1983, the Second Annual
Holmes Safety Association meeting will be held in Laramie,
Wyoming; and

WHEREAS, the national second annual Holmes Safety
Association is jointly sponsored by Carbon County Coal
Company and the United States Department of Labor, who
share equally the continuing efforts to improve safety
and health throughout the mining industry; and

WHEREAS, the sole purpose of the Western Holmes
Safety Association, a non-profit organization, is to promote
health and safety throughout the mineral extractive
industries;

NOW, THEREFORE, I, ED HERSCHLER, Governor of
the State of Wyoming, do hereby proclaim August 11,1983,
as

HOLMES SAFETY ASSOCIATION DAY

in Wyoming, and urge appropriate recognition of this
observance.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand
and caused the Great Seal of the State of Wyoming to be
affixed this twenty-second day of July, 1983.

Governor



H.S.A. DAY PROCLAIMED

PROCLAMATIONGIV'~N to Steve ~. Lipe, executive com- Uay. The second annualHoInles Safety AssociatioQ meetillg
mittee member of the Howes Safety Association, right, from will be held at the LaraDiie ConntryClUbThUrsday.The pur-
Wyoming Governor Ed ilerschler.The proclamation by the pose of the association is to promote health and safety in min- .
governor makesAlig. 11,' 1983HoIm:esSBfetyAppreciation ingindustries.

The successful second annual Holmes Safety Associati6nmeeting
was held in Laramie, Wyomingon August 11, 1983. The.topic of
this meeting was weste,rn resources apdwhatthe western states
and industry are doing for the economy. Guestspeakersincluded
Mr. Don Nelson/Assista.nt to GovernbrEd Her-schIer of Wyoming;
Mr. John Ward, Assistant Director,'Colorado nepartment, of' Mines;
Mr. Timp Reynolds, Director ,Utah Department of Energy;'
Mr. Joseph Lamonica, Administrator, COal Mine Safetya.nd Health,
MSHA,..A.rlington, Virginia;
Mr. W:illiam,Bazo, subdistrict Manager, C,oalMine Safety and
Health, M;SHA~ Denver, Colorado ; . . '. . . "
Mr. John English, Director of. EdUCational Policy and Development,
MSHA,Arlington, Virginia; arid '/ .." .
Mr. David Johnson, President, Wyoming Banks,ChEfyenne, Wyoming.
Mr. William H. Hoover, National Secretary, Holmes Safety
Association, Tucson, Arizona, officiated as Master of Ceremonies.
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Work Practice Guidelines - STORAGE
A. STORAGE ENCLOSURES. Sodium, calcium and potassium
cyanide shall be stored in a ventilated enclosure in which the
material will be kept dry. The enclosure or storage area
shall be posted with appropriate signs stating the contents
and necessary safety precautions. The enclosure shall be
secured to prevent entry by unauthorized persons.

APPLICABLE STANDARDS: 30 CFR 55, 56, 57.16-3; .16-4;
.20-11

EXPLANATION: The enclosure must be ventilated to ensure
that any hydrogen cyanide or acetylene gas which may be
liberated if the cyanide becomes wet cannot be trapped inside.
Care must be taken to keep cyanide salts dry, as the material
is hygroscopic (absorbs moisture). Keeping the salts dry
prevents caking and the need for mechanical crushing of the
cyanide, which can generate respirable dust.
The storage requirement basically applies to the smaller,
200"'pound containers. Cyanide salts are also shipped in
returnable bins weighing about 3,500 pounds, but these bins
are weather-tight and can be stored in an unroofed enclosure.
For the smaller containers, any type of enclosure qualifies as
a storage facility as long as it is ventilated and
weather-tight.
B. ENCLOSURE FLOORS. If the storage enclosure has floor
drainage for the cleanup of minor spills, the drainage shall
be connecteo to the cyanide circuit. The storage area shall
be floored in a manner that permits vacuuming and sweeping of
major spills.

APPLICABLE STANDARDS: 30 CFR 55, 56, 57.20-3
EXPLANA~ION: The toxicity of cyanide requires that the

cyanide storage area be kept clean through good housekeeping
in order to minimize exposures. Vacuuming is the preferred
method for dry cleanup, as minimal amounts of dust are
generated in this process. Water should be used only after
the surface has been thoroughly vacuumed or swept.
C. SEPARATE STORAGE. Sodium, potassium and calcium cyanide
containers shall not be stored where they can be exposed to
acid vapors, acid salts .or acids liberated by spillage or
leakage. The containers shall not be stored with or near
nitrates, peroxides or chlorates.

-MORE-



APPLICABLE STANDARDS: 30 CFR 55, 56, 57.16-3

EXPLANATION: Contact of acid and cyanide salts will
liberate hydrogen cyanide gas. The mixture of cyanides with
strong oxidants such as nitrates, peroxides or chlorates can
cause formation of toxic, dangerous or highly irritating
gases, fire and/or explosion.

For these reasons, acids and oxidants should not be stored in
the same enclosure with cyanide. If the cyanide storage area
and other work areas are contained in one building, the acid
storage area should be physically separated from the cyanide
area. Blasting agents, mill reagents or laboratory chemicals
may include nitrates, peroxides and chlorates and should not
be stored with or near cyanide.

D. STORAGE CONTAINERS. Sodium, potassium and calcium cyanide
shall be kept in the original shipping containers until used.
When small amounts are needed for laboratory or pilot mill
use, the containers shall be similar in nature to the original
shipping containers and be plainly labeled. These small
containers shall be stored separately from other chemicals.

APPLICABLE STANDARDS: 30 CFR 55, 56, 57.16-3; .16-4

EXPLANATION: Although it may be necessary to keep small
amounts of cyanide in laboratories and pilot mills, there are
few reasons for removing cyanide from the original shipping
container before it is used. If the standard drums are too
bulky for laboratory storage, a smaller container such as a
water-tight, labeled metal can may be used.

"Separate storage" means at least 5 feet apart on the
horizontal and preferably in a separate storage area, locker
or room.
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Warning EXPLOSION Warninl
We are rapidly approaching a particularly hazardous season of
the year. Almost every major explosion that has occurred in a
bituminous coal mine has been in the late fall, winter, or
early spring months. No one seems to have clear-cut, logical
answers on why coal mine explosions occur much more frequently
during these particular months.
Of course, everyone who works in coal mines knows that we are
now in the "drying out" season for our mines. In the spring
and summer months, the outside air is about the same or of a
higher temperature than that of our mine; therefore, the
outside air during these months usually contains large amounts
of moisture. As the warm air passes through the mine, it is
cooled and loses moisture, which is deposited on the mine
surfaces, and we have a situation commonly known as
"sweating."
However, in the late fall, winter and early spring seasons,
cool air enters the mine and is warmed as it travels through
the underground workings. The changing of the air from cold
to warm causes it to "pick up" or gather moisture as it passes
through the mine. The absorbing of the moisture by the warmed
air as it travels through the mine causes the mine to "dry out."

Although we all agree that it is better to work in a dry area
than a wet one, I think we also know that dry areas create
greater explosion ~azards than wet areas unless precautions
ar,e taken. Areas that are too wet to require rock-dusting
during summer months often become bone dry'during the winter
months and require rock dusting. Often such rock dust had not
been applied in the wet areas. Dust that was too wet to enter
into an explosion during the summer season becomes bone dry,
is easy to place in suspension and thus enters strongly into
an explosion. Drying out of our mine surfaces during winter
months, therefore, requires that we be very thorough in rock
dusting all parts of the mine. Because of the drying out of a
mine during the winter season, we know exactly why some
explosions spread as rapidly and as far as ,they do. Dry dust
enters into the explosion easier and permits it to spread more
rapidly; however, no one has a good, logical reason for why
methane appears to accumulate more easily and in greater
quantities during the winter months than in the summer months.
With or without logical reasons, methane does seem to be
liberated more freely and accumulate in larger quantites more
frequently during the winter months.

-MORE-



Investigators of the widespread explosions that have occurred
in bituminous coal mines have found that the disasters
resulted from the accumulation of large quantities of
methane. They have found further that the gas was ignited by
electrical equipment not maintained in permissible condition
and that the explosion spread into other parts of the mine
because coal dust entered into the explosion. Investigation
of these explosions has shown further that the gas accumulated
because of a ventilation interruption and the gas was not
detected even in the face areas. Now that we are in the
mine-explosion season, it is absolutely necessary that we do
all things that we know must be done to prevent such
disasters. This means that we must at all times have adequate
volumes of air at the working faces. Our gas testing must be
thorough, complete and regular. Areas that are difficult to
keep reasonably free of coal dust and adequately rock dusted
are the areas from the loading points to the working face and
these areas need special attention during the winter season~

Let's all resolve to make sure that we do not short circuit
th& air by hanging Qr typing up a check curtain or a line
curtain. Let's keep our permanent stoppings up. Let's make
all of our gas tests thoroughly and regularly. Let's keep our
electrical face equipment in as ·good condition as possible and
let's try to eliminate dust accumulations and maintain our
rock dusting to within reasonable distances of the faces.
Let's not be responsible, even indirectly, for an injury, a
death, or an explosion caused by a gas ignition.

SEASONAL CHANGES

IN COAL MINES CAN

TRIGGER ACCIDENTS
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OIL STORAGE ROOMS
Today's message concerns oil-storage rooms and some of the
things we need to do to keep them clean and free of possible
fire hazards.
Quite often, due to various reasons, we do not give enough
attention to the maintenance of the oil house but it's just as
important to keep a clean oil house as it is to keep our
preparation plant and shops clean.

Every person who uses the oil house is responsible for its
condition since an individual is usually not assigned to care
for it on a full-time basis.
Naturally, there will be some spillage, but you must make an
extra effort to keep this spillage to a minimum. Let us review
some of the basic rules for maintaining the oil house in a safe
condition as well as agreeable appearance.

The greatest amount of spillage is caused by the improper
filling of oil cans. This can be caused by opening the valve
or spout before the oil can is properly positioned or the oil
can is allowed to overflow.
Still another reason for spillage is removing the oil can
before the valve is completely closed. Spillage of oil is not
only expensive and adds to our cost of production but it also
increases injury potential due to poor footing and is a fire
hazard.
Everyone should make a special effort to reduce oil spillage by
positioning the oil cans properly, by not overfilling the cans
and by making certain the valve is closed before removing the
can.
still another feature we can use to reduce oil spillage is to
empty the drip pans beneath the drum spouts at frequent
intervals. This action will minimize the oil that will cling
to the bottom and exterior of the cans when they are placed in
the pans prior to refilling.

Naturally, we are not saying that the floors in our oil house
must be kept as clean as the floors in your home; but, with a
little extra effort on everyone's part, they can be maintained
in a safe and acceptable condition so that we can walk in our
oil houses without the danger of slipping and falling.

-MORE-



The sand that is spread on the floors to absorb the excess oil
will also need to be removed and replaced at periodic
intervals.

Fire and explosion hazards are always present where oil is
stored and any lighting in the building will need to be the
vapor-proof type with switches located on the outside of the
building, unless they are explosion-proof.

In the event the protective glass of the fixture is damaged,
there is a possibility that the light bulb might be
accidentally broken and the oil vapors might be ignited. The
flash point of oil is high enough to be safe under normal use
and conditions but we must recognize the potential fire hazards
and take certain precautions.

The considerate employee works at safety for him or herself and
his/her family and the safety of co-workers as well. The
considerate employee discusses potential hazards with the
supervisor regarding possible job hazards.

CONSIDERATE

***************************
Circumstances may sometimes be beyond your control but your
attitude and your conduct are always within your control.

MAKE 1983 YOUR. SAFEST YEAR!
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FATAL CHUTE ACCIDENT

Description of Accident:
mining experience at this
chest was crushed between
was operating.

A loader operator, age 24 with 6 years
operation, was fatally injured when his
a protruding ore chute and the loader he

Approximately 30 inches of spilled material on the side opposite
the chute caused the loader, as it moved forward, to tilt enough to
position the victim in line with the chute lip.

Recommendations: Water, debris or spilled material which create
hazards to moving equipment shall be removed. 57.9-53 MANDATORY

warning devices or conspicuous markings shall be installed where
chute lips, ventilation doors and obstructions create a hazard to
persons on equipment. 57.9-104 MANDATORY
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GUARD YOUR HEALTH

Good health is just about the most precious thing a person can own.
Strength of body, clearness of eye, quickness of motion--these are
the things we all want.

Sometimes we take these things for granted. Maybe we haven't been
sick much in our lives. So we think that health is something that
is going to be with us always.

Health is made up of a lot of things: Good rest, good eating
habits, common sense, moderate exercise and protection against
infectious diseases. All these contribute greatly to good health.

But all the care .we take to maintain good health and all the skill
of the doctors in healing us when we are sick can be meaningless if
we let accidents destroy in a second the fruits of a lifetime of
good, healthful living. A set of strong muscles isn't much
protection if you step out in front of a taxicab or truck.

We can't be so healthy that we are protected against infection if
we let even a small cut go without getting first aid.

Every time we wear safety equipment or follow safety practices that
are laid down in the shop, we keep ourselves on the road to health.
Take good care of yourself, keep healthy, keep happy and don't let
an unnecessary accident knock you out of all the good things of
healthy living.

PLAIN TALK
Many times an injury can be directly traced to the failure on
the part of supervisory personnel to properly train a new or
transferred employee. No matter how intelligent employees may
be, they won't know the safety precautions on a new job unless
someone tells them.

Sometimes the teaching job is left to a co-worker rather than
the supervisor. Perhaps the old employee does not know as much
as the supervisor and may even be an unsafe worker.

The supervisor should exercise control over the indoctrination
of the new employee. Give the new worker a chance to learn
efficiency and safety.
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ANALYSIS OF INJURIES ASSOCIATED WITH PUMPS
METAL/NONMETAL MINES 1979 - 1982

There were 6 fatal and 593 non-fatal injuries related to pumps at
metal/nonmetal mines reported to HSAC between the years 1979 and
1982. Most of the injuries attributed to pumps occurred while
performing maintenance and repair (45.2 percent), lifting or moving
pumps (33.8 percent), or working on an operating pump (13.0
percent) •

Data for this study were obtained from the accident reports on file
at the Health and Safety Analysis Center, Denver, Colorado.

nata in Table 1 illustrates the factors found to be most prevalent in
the reported injuries while working with pumps. Most of the
injuries, (45.2 percent) occurred during maintenance and repair. The
most common hazards included dropping of parts on the employee, being
struck by tools and hand injuries while aligning the pump head to the
housing. Almost 10 percent of these injuries were caused by poor
footing such as slick floors, working in water, and unstable ground
at pump sites.

Maintenance activities accounted for the six fatalities associated
with pumps and involved:

1. A loose connection between a fuse and a fuse holder that caused
a ground fault.

2. Attempting to make a connection to an energized 440-volt
circuit.

3. A poorly constructed splice which exposed an energized phase
conductor.

4. An apparent electrical defect which caused the frame of the pump
to become energized.

5. Two victims who were asphyxiated while working on a gasoline
powered water pump in a 3x6 foot mine shaft.

The injuries that occurred while lifting or moving pumps,
(36.8 percent) were primarily caused by improper lifting techniques
or poor footing. These injuries generally occurred at strip or open
pit sites when pumps were being moved to a different location. A
small percentage (3.0 percent) of these injuries occurred when the
pumps were being moved with the aid of hoists or forklifts and the
personnel placed themselves in an unsafe location underneath the pump
or between the suspended pump and a fixed object. Thirteen percent



of the injuries occurred while working around the pumps. The
primary hazards included parts flying from broken drive shafts,
exploding pump housings, falls or strains due to insufficient work
space and handling a hot pump which has lost its prime due to
plugged inlet screens.

Table 1. - Pump Injuries
Metal/Nonmetal by Cause

1979 - 1982

Cause 1979 1980 1981 1982 Percent

Maintenance or Repair

Struck or caught by part during repair 12 16 38 14 13.3
Fall due to poor footing 11 29 16 3 9.8
Equipment not blocked and fell 20 13 4 2 6.5
Sudden pressure release from failure 1 6 7 6 3.4
to drain pump

Shock from failure to disconnect and 11 14 2 2 4.9
lock out electrical system

Electrical short 2(2)~/ 9 (1) 3 (1) 3 2.8
All others 1 14(2) 8 4 4.5

Subtotal 58 101 78 34 45.2

Lifting or Moving Pump

A. Manually:
Improper lifting technique
Poor footing
Lack of gloves
Blocking slipped or not used
Improper tool
Subtotal

26 51 39 13 21. 5
24 13 5 3 7.5
6 4 6 2 3.0
2 2 1 1 1.0
1. 2 1. 1 0.8

'59' '72 -52 '20 "~33.8

B. Mechanically:
Load swung
Sling or chocker slipped/broke
Hoist failed
Subtotal

2 1 4 2 1.5
1 2 2 1 1.0
1 1 1 0 o , ')
4 4 7 3" -:L"o

Operating Pump

Mechanical failure (flying parts)
Sprains & fallS due to poor access
Handling overheated pump

Subtotal
All others

Total

2 13 10 5 5.0
6 9 8 6 4.8
7 6 5 1 3.2
15 "2"8 23 12 13:0
5 17 7 1 5.0

141(2) 222 (3)167 (1) 70 100:0

~/Numbers in parentheses indicate fatalities and are included in totals
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This analysis indicates that there are two major activities
involving pumps that lead to injuries to personnel: maintenance/
repair and lifting or moving.

The main causes of the maintenance injuries were mechanics dropping
parts of the pumps on themselves while attempting to align the pump
parts. It may be possible to alleviate this type of injury by
increased training in the use of lifting devices and proper
alignment tools.

The potential for a fatal electrical injury is high while working on
pumps due to the voltages involved and the inherently wet
environment. A power center for electric pumps should be provided
at a remote dry location and procedures established to remove power
at the power center before pumps are moved or handled.

Almost thirty-seven percent of the total injuries occurred when
employees were attempting to move a pump. During most of the
accidents, the pumps were being moved manually.
The additional use of mechanical lifting equipment where space
permits, and the establishment of proper lifting procedures, where
space is limited should decrease this type of accident.

Most of the injuries that occurred around an operating pump were
caused by mechanical failures to drive shafts or pump housings and
the inability to keep screens free of debris. An identification of
these potentially hazardous areas, the use of adequate trash screens
and routine inspection should reduce the incidence of these
injuries.
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DO YOUR PART TO KEEP mE TOLL DOWN!
SAFETY IS EVERYBODY'S BUSINESS

ON THE JOB--OFF THE JOB
TAKE SAFETY WITH YOU!
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MINING SECTION

DAILY SAFETY PROCEDURES FOR OPEN PIT SHIFT BOSSES

These safety procedures were developed to help open pit supervisors
promote safety and efficiency to the best of their abilities.
Procedures should be reproduced as small pocket size, folded card-
board booklets, or on sheets for pocket loose leaf notebooks.

1. Read note from your supervisor on the previous shift, or if
possible talk to supervisor personally and discuss problems and
conditions, especially pertaining to safety and efficiency.

2. As each employee in your crew reports to you at the start of the
shi ft:

a. Observe physical appearance to detect possible sickness,
intoxication or personal injuries not reported on the job.
If necessary, take proper action.

b. Check to see that the clothing is proper for the job and
that all personal protective equipment required is being
worn including safety glasses, safety hat and hard-toed
shoes or boots.

c. Line up the work for the following shift being sure to
stress s~fety precautions or practices involved.
Mention any unusual conditions reported to you by
other suspervisors.

d. Remember the formula for safety and efficiency:
1. What you want done.
2. How you want it done.
3. Who is to do it.
4. When it should be done.

3. Whenever you contact any member of your crew on the job, ask
either one or both of these questions as they apply to the work and
the working conditions:

a. What have you done or what are you doing to make your
work safe and efficient today?

b. What are you doing or planning to do for safety and
efficiency today? After the workers have answered your
questions, make a thorough inspection, wherever practical,
to see that your original orders have been or are being
carried out. Look for hazards and unsafe acts or
practices.
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c. Tell the employees what kind of a job you feel they
are doing on safety, housekeeping, proper care of tools,
machinery or equipment, use of safety devices, and
proper work methods.

d. Ask if the equipment is working properly. Also ask if
anyone has observed any unsafe conditions. If any are
present, have them corrected as soon as possible.

e. If you are not satisfied with the work or efforts of your
employees, give further instructions or orders, issue
warning or reprimand slips. Remember: Immediate dis-
charge should be used as a last resort and should be
reserved for very serious safety infractions only.

4. Before leaving any piece of equipment or the work site, be sure
to ask yourself this question: "Have I overlooked anything which
could cause an accident or injury, or forgotten any safety reminder
which could prevent an accident or breakdown?" Make a final check
to be sure.

5. Be sure to take with you in your truck two pairs of 10,000 volt
tested rubber gloves.

6. Check each truck, bulldozer, shovel or drill as often as
possible for housekeeping and proper operation.

7. As you travel around the operation to visit the work areas you
supervise, be on the alert to observe the following conditions on
which you will take corrective action or report them to other
supervisors:

a. The safe and proper operating conditions on roads and
in dumps, adequate wetting, improper berms, slick road
conditions in wet weather.

b. The safe and proper operation of all vehicles and
equipment.

c. The safe and proper procedure for blasting, including
signaling and guarding.

d. Unsafe behavior, excessive speed or tail-gating, drivers
out of trucks without hard hats or glasses, or handling of
cables without protective equipment.

e. Improper use, care or maintenance of tools, machines,
equipment or materials.

f. Observe if all traffic regulations are being observed
and whether signs are properly placed.
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g. Report overloaded trucks and rock spillage on road.

h. Check to see that warming fires in winter are not too
close to shacks or equipment.

8. Be sure that all new employees are being properly trainerl
according to the standard procedures.

9. Review all rule books and safety manuals regularly so you know
all the safety rules, regulations, practices and methods.

10. Remember:

a. Treat everyone as you would wish to be treated if
your positions were reversed.

b. If the student hasn't learned, the teacher hasn't
taught.

11. Conduct a safety meeting and give a safety talk at least once a
week to your entire crew.

12. Give oral safe practice reviews to each member of your crew once
a month.

13. Make notes as you travel on your beat so you can discuss
conditions with your following shift supervisor.

a. List what your employees have done.

b. Determine what you think the following shift should do.

c. Be sure to note all unsafe conditions.

d. Determine if special tools, equipment, materials or safety
devices will be needed.

e. Determine if machinery repairs are needed.

f. Be sure your report or note is as complete as the one you
expect in return.

14. Make a thorough investigation of all injuries that require
hospital treatment.

a. Fill out the Supervisor's Report on Accidental Injuries
as soon and as completely as possible.

b. Note in it if you are in doubt about any injury not being
a work injury as claimed.
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HOL E s E y SSOCI TI
FALLS OF GROUND ACCIDENTS

The following descriptions of two
falls of ground accidents are
published in the Newsletter
because the causes are of frequent
occurrence and therefore apt to
result in accidents in other
mines. The circumstances are
worth discussing.

Acciden. No.1. The previous
shift had blasted and two miners
had loaded five cars out of the
heading. One partner left the
face on an errand. While he was
returning and about 100 feet from
the breast, a slab fell from the
back ano kilied him.

Four miners and two shift bosses
had made at least ten trips in and
out of the heading during a period
of eight hours without observing
the back.

That the back had not been
inspected was evident from the
fact that only part of the loose
fell.

The habit of inspecting the back
on the first trip into a place is
a basic precaution in avoiding of
ground accidents.

Accident No.2. In this case the
miner escaped with a disability of
six weeks and was lucky that he
was not killed. The established
procedure in driving the crosscut
was to slide headrails forward to
provide head protection after
blasting. However, the headrails
were jammed against the back and
could not be moved. The miners
decided to proceed without the
head protection. They trimmed the
back and sides and began scraping.

'I<u.s. Government Printing Office: 1983-676.114/11

One miner began to pick down the
sides while his partner stood by
the last set watching the back
ready to shout a warning if loose
was noticed. The partner noticed
a large slab start to fall. He
shouted and the miner jumped but
was knocked down.

The following factors were involved
in the occurrence of the accident:

The miners drilled a longer cut
than was specified for the weak
ground.

The miners should have drilled and
blasted a few short holes to make
room for the head cover.

The miners did not consult with the
boss about the difficulty in
sliding the headrails forward.

The miners failed to test and bar
down thoroughly.

The miners did not realize that the
back at the contact of ore and rock
might be especially weak.

*******************************-*
FALLS HUeT BE AL~RT

*********************************



15. Give the safety engineer any information you may have on "off-
the-job" injuries to your employees.

16. Issue work reprimand slips as required for absenteeism, not
enough work, quitting early, quarrelsome, if orders have been
disobeyed and improper handling of tools and equipment.

17. Check to see that all your employees have reported off before
leaving the operation yourself.


